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7-PART SESSION STRUCTURE GUIDE

“What went well this week?” Open-ended question focusing on the positive to start.

Part 1: A Positive Beginning

Replace/Discontinue/Relief Care? 10-30 min

Part 3: Initial Session Results or Review/Protocol/Food Journal Check-In

This is the educational piece where you’ll introduce a new piece of information and offer an 
exercise to implement in session or in life. 

Part 4: New Lesson: Information/Handouts/Exercise 

Let’s be honest…there will always be obstacles! 

An obstacle or challenge for the client can be them not following through or anything else 
the client brings to you in a session that has them feeling discouraged or not successful. 
They could be frustrated with not seeing results, having detox symptoms or sometimes just 
running out of steam if they’ve been on their protocol for a while. Use your best judgment to 
pick 1–2 of the following questions to ask but also consider that transforming obstacles is a 
balance of deep empathy, honest feedback, strong support, and offering inspiration(being 
the cheerleader!). Knowing when to use each of these takes practice.

“Were you able to follow through with your action steps?” 

This is a “yes” or “no” question so that they can have true accountability.

”What stopped you from following through?”

“What needs to be in place so that following through is easy and makes it impossible for you 
to not follow through?” (Resource more time, support or chunk actions into smaller steps.)

“What do you think it will take for you to stop….xyz…[drinking soda, staying up late]?”

“Is there anything you gain by not changing or following through?”

Remind them of their goals by asking(not telling) them if what they originally wanted to 
accomplish still is true for them.  This will bring them back to their “why”. Has it changed? 
Sometimes it does!  

“What is it that you would like again and why?”

Part 2: Invite Obstacles/Challenges 

Learn exactly what to say for a powerful session every time. 
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Offer your “COULD DO” (your perfect plan based on step 1-4)
See what they “WANT TO” (what they really want to do but…will they?)

Coach them to what they “WILL DO” (help them take responsibility and stay realistic)

3–5 Action Steps is good although less can be more effective.

“How committed do you feel about following through with these on a scale of 1-10?”

“Does it feel realistic?”

“How can you make this fun?”

Part 5: Coach to Action Steps 

Pick one or two questions to see if client truly feels in alignment to address any last concerns.

“Does any part of you have an objection to following through?”

“Is there anything you think could get in the way or stop you?”

“Is there anything you think you might lose if you follow through with these actions?” 

“What do you think others will say or do when they see you following through  
and progressing?”

Part 6: Client Follow Through Check Point

This allows everything you went over to solidify and also gives you feedback on what  
they learned so you can go over any key points they missed.

“What is your biggest take away from this session?”

Always thank the client for great work!

Part 7: What are the Take-Aways from this Session?

To learn more about the Balance + Thrive program  
go to www.Balance-Thrive.com 


